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ABSTRACT
Transcending Absence, Transforming Presence:
Undocumented Migrants and the Navigation of Forced and Chosen Space
by
Daniel Bloch
Advisor: Monica Varsanyi
By its very nature, undocumented migration challenges the notion of set, static borders, at once
rendering them transcend-able while also throwing into stark relief the power and control
exercised by the state over undocumented migrants along the arc of their journeys. Two main
questions guide my analysis: 1) How are migrants forced to enter and navigate geographic
space and zones of exclusion? and 2) How do migrants subvert enforced spaces – often
categorized by limbo and uncertainty – both by marking them with their presence and by
creating alternative spaces? I consider two compelling examples: In Chapter One, using the
concept of nepantla as a framework I explore the migratory arc of the heroine of Yuri Herrera’s
novella, Signs Preceding the End of the World, whose journey reveals how forced space is
marked, embodied and transcended by undocumented migrants in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands.
In Chapter Two, I look at the case of Freedom University as an example of how undocumented
youth negotiate the uneven landscape of access to higher education in the U.S., creating and
claiming alternative space in the process. My intention is to contribute to the existing scholarship
on undocumented agency and resistance, particularly as it relates to physical space; I hope to
spotlight the “desires and projects of migrants” that can encourage transformation on societal,
collective and individual levels (Nyers, 2015, p. 27).
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“This should not be about finding more and more stories in order to construct the
truth. Truths are not behind the quantity of stories people tell, but exist in the
conditions that make these stories produced and retold” (Keshavarz, 2016, p. 69).
“Our institutional (and institutionalized) conditions invent insurgencies, producing
alienated students and teachers who are in exile from some preferred version or vision
of the enterprise and find that they must do what individuals have always done when
the experience they desire eludes them in some way: they must become refugees refuge seekers - in search of sanctuary for the free exercise of their ideals” (Siegel,
2016, p. 55, emphasis added).

Introduction
Two men face a wall, intently examining a map of Mexico. The man on the left, in a
sleeveless white undershirt and baseball cap, leans his left hand against the upper left corner of
the map, a gesture that implies he has been concentrating on the map for some time. His right
pointer finger rests on the southern part of the state of Durango, nearly two thousand kilometers
to the northwest from the room where he and his fellow map-gazer stand. The latter wears a
gray, white and turquoise striped polo shirt and a dark blue baseball cap, his hands at his side,
fingertips gingerly resting on the pockets of his jeans, a stance that implies rapt attention to what
the man next to him is doing.
To their right, a sun-bleached poster addressed al migrante reminds them, “No authority
has the right to mistreat or abuse you, nor to ask you for money in exchange for not detaining
you, nor to humiliate you,” with the disclaimer that “if that occurs, call the National Human
Rights Commission” at the toll-free number provided. To the left, a portrait of Jesus with a
shepherd’s staff echoes the figure of a man on the poster navigating a river with a large oar,
standing on what looks like a makeshift raft. Between the map and the poster a handwritten
notice reminds people – assumedly the same migrantes to whom the poster is addressed – “to not
1

steal the bedclothes.” Another poster to the left of the map carries the logo of the Jesuit Migrant
Service of Mexico and summarizes the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights
of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, a 1990 United Nations treaty signed by
Mexico but not the United States, nor any other major Western nation.
And then there are the clocks. Hanging above the men, the map, the posters, the portrait
of Jesus and the handwritten appeal, the four clocks give the hour in Pacific Time (represented
by California and Washington, though the long hand is missing), Mountain Time (Arizona, New
Mexico), Eastern Time (Virginia, New York) and Central Time (encapsulated by Central
America). Taken together, the clocks represent where the two men are now and where they could
be, indeed where perhaps they have already been at some point in their lives, and where their
partners, children or siblings might be waiting for them. But who are these men? Are they
brothers, trying to make it to a promise of work somewhere near Tacoma? Or to the safety of an
unknown place faraway from where they come from? Is the man on the left a coyote, showing
the man on the right the rough outline of how they will get to the next state north, Oaxaca, and
eventually to Durango from where the main routes heading toward the northern border fan out?
The photo, taken by Spanish photographer Toni Arnau in a migrant shelter in the state of
Chiapas in Arriaga, a town only three hundred kilometers north of Mexico’s border with
Guatemala, offers a contemplation on borders and the array of spaces where people on the move
find themselves (Ponces et al., 2011, p. 54-55; see Image 1). Arnau has captured the two men
deep in contemplation of their next crossing, most likely one in what has already been a series of
border moves since leaving their cantón in San Miguel, gang-ravaged neighborhood in San Pedro
Sula, or their Kaqchikel-speaking families in the hills around Lake Atitlán. And yet the photo
also speaks to the notion of migrants embodying the border itself regardless of their actual
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proximity to officially recognized border zones, as multiple experts have explored (De Genova,
2015; Jonsson, 2020; Le Courant, 2019; Vásquez-Roa, 2018). As Central American migrants en
route through Mexico, their mere physical presence at the borders between nations, states, cities
and towns – indeed, the threshold between the migrant shelter and the street outside – puts them
at phenomenal risk from multiple aggressors. They are visually (their clothing, their features)
and audibly (their accents, their questions specific to the migrant experience) marked as migrants
and, in turn, as being from afar and likely more than a little desperate – the definition of
exploitable at the hands of state officials and non-state actors alike.
All this before the two men and their fellow migrants have even reached the main border
the majority are seeking to cross. North, north, north, even if one must head south, west or east in
order to pick up the routes heading north, “migrant journeys are rarely neat or linear and
complicate traditional conceptualizations of migration from departure to arrival [to] integration”
(Vogt, 2013, p. 766). The experiences of migrants navigating borders can be complicated enough
when it is documented, “legal,” officially sanctioned; however, when migration is
undocumented, deemed to be “illegal,” clandestine, irregular or unauthorized, the complexities
kaleidoscope. At its most basic, undocumented migration challenges the notion of set, static
borders, at once rendering them transcend-able while also throwing into stark relief the power
and control exercised by the state over undocumented migrants along the arc of their journeys.
Rajagopalan (2015) underscores the personal/collective nature of undocumented
journeys, emphasizing the individual’s potential to embody the border while in transit:
Migrants travel pathways that have been shown to them – if one 12-year-old girl
successfully makes the 3,000-mile journey between Totonicapán, Guatemala and
New York City; past coyotes, rapists, and narcotraffickers; past U.S. Border Patrol,
vigilantes, and sex traffickers; the path she makes will exist in the minds and
maps of others” (Rajagopalan, 2015, p. 233, emphasis added).
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While it is possible that the two men in Arnau’s photograph are embarking on their first journey
as undocumented migrants, nevertheless they are following the paths that have been shown,
passed down or recommended to them by people who have crossed before, tied to a larger
decades-long multi-generational trope of migration that has transformed entire regions of
southern Mexico, for example, and whole swaths of countries in the region like El Salvador,
Guatemala and Honduras.
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Literature Review and Thesis Structure
In contemporary America and indeed globally, “there is a need to create spaces in which
oppressed individuals can learn, question, and critique their social conditions in order to advance
social change and political action” (Muñoz and Espino, 2017, p. 536). It is in these spaces where
what Scott (1990) calls the “hidden transcripts” of marginalized communities can be not only
expressed among others who are similarly oppressed, but also where these transcripts can enter
into public conversation and, thus, challenge the transcript of the oppressor. “The subordinate
group must carve out for itself social spaces insulated from control and surveillance from above”
– these spaces “are themselves an achievement of resistance (Scott, 1990, p. 118–119).
In the case of undocumented communities in the United States, the borderlines between
private and public have particular resonance. Often associated with descriptors like “in the
shadows” and “underground,” there is understandably an enormous amount of fear, secrecy and
caution within undocumented communities. At the same time, the demands of everyday life
force undocumented individuals and their families to engage in public activities like commuting,
working, shopping, learning and the myriad other things that many of their documented or
citizen peers do on a daily basis without so much as a thought. According to Swerts (2017) “on
the one hand, undocumented immigrants build safe spaces in which they can (re)imagine their
subjectivities and develop political scripts. On the other hand, they stage and enact these political
scripts by appropriating public space” (Swerts, 2017, p. 379).
Of equal urgency are both the ways in which undocumented migrants mark enforced
spaces with evidence of their presence, and the construction of self-designated alternative spaces
that undocumented individuals and groups create and claim. If we can talk about undocumented
subcultures – which seems apt, given the barrage of hostility that is heaped on them from
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multiple sectors of society – it is important to consider the physical spaces that are forced on
them (e.g., border complexes, holding cells, detention centers, courtrooms) and the spaces from
which they are often excluded both by policy (e.g., universities, at least in certain states) and by
circumstance (e.g., journeys inside the United States that pass through immigration checkpoints
stationed within a 100-mile radius of the border).
Over the past twelve years, I have worked in several contexts tied to lived experiences of
undocumented migration; more than half of those twelve years was spent in direct service
supporting the mission of a community-based organization embedded within a public high
school in Manhattan’s East Village. During that time, I was privileged to both assist and learn
from hundreds of students, most of whom were recently arrived newcomer English Language
Learners, as well as a significant minority who had grown up in New York City but who were
born overseas, or who were the children or grandchildren of immigrants. In that time, I observed
the intricacy of undocumentedness – I refuse to say understand as I have only experienced what
students and their families have through their sharing of what they went through, and the nature
of that sharing spanned the spectrum of directness and depth. My other professional experiences
that have shaped my vision of what it can look, feel and sound like to experience
undocumentedness have been rooted in program management and technical assistance positions
supporting legal and case management interventions for unaccompanied children and asylum
seeking families and individuals throughout the United States who have open cases in
Immigration Court, enmeshed in a system that places the burden of proving their worthiness of a
lasting sense of safety squarely on their shoulders.
Across my experiences, the potential for federal, state and local policies to have a
transformational effect – whether closer to the devastating or rejuvenating end of that spectrum –
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has been undeniable. So, too, is the capacity for a physical space to worsen or ameliorate that
devastation, and to augment or detract from that rejuvenation. And ultimately, while no one
person’s experience of undocumentedness is the same, there is unfortunately a tendency to paint
using broad strokes – for example, descriptors like “influx,” “surge” and “wave” employed all
too often by media, politicians and even allies alike to describe upticks in arrivals of asylum
seekers at the U.S.-Mexico border. Likewise, often a person’s undocumentedness is seen as a
starting point or a period rather than a point along their way or an ellipsis. What is typically
forgotten is the capacity for resistance that an undocumented individual has already
demonstrated by nature of their current circumstances, a crucial foundation for both the person
themself and anyone attempting to serve them. For example, the mere presence of an
undocumented young adult at a sit-in for immigrant student rights on a college campus is
indicative of their current belief in resisting the status quo, as well as any number of previous
acts of resistance to arrive at that sit-in, perhaps going as far back as their original journey to the
United States, or even the reasons their family had for undertaking that journey in the first place.
Therefore, I align with Keshavarz’s (2016) notion of undocumentedness as an “active and
dynamic position, process and struggle” (Keshavarz, 2016, p. 23), taking place across “moments
and places in which bodies that are not supposed to be seen or active are […] on the move or
present, thus challenging the legalised frameworks of the nation-state and its borders”
(Keshavarz, 2016, p. 26). Likewise, I embrace Coutin’s (2003) refusal to “speak only of
existence and nonexistence,” and instead “gradations of existence [that] exist simultaneously in
multiple ways, depending on the frame of reality being used” (Coutin, 2003, p. 173). In addition,
I concur with the view held by Lee (2010) of the capacity of undocumented migrants to draw on
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and display personal agency while “navigating a terrain of resistance/negotiation inside and
outside the normative arrangement of citizenship” (Lee, 2010, p. 58).
The analysis and considerations contained in this thesis are guided by two main
questions: 1) How are migrants forced to enter and navigate geographic spaces and zones of
exclusion along the arc of their journeys? and 2) How do migrants subvert those enforced spaces
– often categorized by a state of limbo and uncertainty – both by marking them with their
physical presence and by creating alternative spaces? In Chapter One, I provide an in-depth
analysis of Signs Preceding the End of the World, a novella by the Mexican writer Yuri Herrera.
Specifically, I mine the migratory arc of the novella’s heroine, Makina, who sees herself as
“malleable, erasable, permeable; a hinge pivoting between two like but distant souls […]
something that serves as a link” (Herrera, 2009, translated 2015, p. 65). Makina’s journey reveals
how forced spaces are both marked and transcended by migrants, as her travels deliver her into a
third space, one that I explore employing the concept of nepantla.
In Chapter Two, I consider how the hidden transcripts of undocumented communities
become visible via the claiming and use of alternative physical spaces in response to direct
exclusion. Specifically, I will look at the case of Freedom University as an example of how
undocumented youth are attempting to negotiate their ways through the uneven landscape of
access to higher education. I believe that the efforts and resistance inherent in the creation and
maintenance of Freedom University offer a compelling example of how undocumented youth
claim space within post-secondary education settings, transcending policies of exclusion and
transforming spaces into “sites where they [can] contest their marginal positioning” (De Martini
Ugolotti and Moyer, 2016, p. 203). Finally, in the Conclusion I reflect on several of the many
pending questions raised by the experiences of undocumented migrants; including, how the
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immigration detention complex – a system that is by definiton built on the forcing of space on
entire communities – has hollowed out the notions of asylum, refuge and protection in the United
States. I close with thoughts approximating hope for the near future.
My intention is to contribute to the existing scholarship on undocumented realities in the
United States and worldwide by using an interdisciplinary lens that “employ[s] terms that are not
defined against one another but rather draw their meaning from domains that appear to be
wholly independent of each other” (Pratt and Rosner, 2006, p. 17). With my analysis of
Herrera’s novella, I aim to connect one recent example of the exciting body of contemporary
literature composed in multiple languages about what is one of the most fundamentally universal
themes – migration – to an equally exciting body of migration scholarship emanating from fields
as diverse as archaeology, geography, political science and sociology, to name only a few. By
narrowing my field of vision to focus on one novella and one case study of resistance, I hope to
spotlight what Nyers (2015) terms the “desires and projects of migrants [that] can result in
political moments, events, and acts that can be central to understanding ruptures in social and
political life,” thus emphasizing how migration is also a creative force that encourages
transformation on societal, collective and individual levels (Nyers, 2015, p. 27).
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Chapter One – “Malleable, erasable, permeable […] something that serves as a link”:
Migration Nepantla in Yuri Herrera’s Signs Preceding the End of the World
In the novella Signs Preceding the End of the World by the Mexican writer Yuri Herrera,
the journey of the heroine Makina offers a lens through which to consider the corporeality of
migration – that is, how the body experiences the act of migration along the arc of its journey.
From the novella’s opening to its very last sentence, Makina is a person in constant physical and
internal motion; Herrera’s story, while told in the omniscient voice of a third-person narrator,
hues so closely to its heroine that after only a few pages the lines between her motions and
emotions blur, combining to create a type of cocoon, but with a twist. Makina’s quasi cocoon
does not shield her from the indignities of her journey; however, it does transcend the binariness
of a formulaic here-or-there, this-or-that migration story, to the extent that for much of the
novella Makina exists in a kind of intermediary space, what Chávez (2015) terms a thirdspace,
and what Anzaldúa (1987) and others refers to as nepantla.
According to Scott and Tuana (2017), nepantla is best defined as “a zone of changes
where people struggle to find equilibrium between the outer expression of change and their inner
relationships with it, a zone where they do not know with clarity who they are or are becoming”
(Scott and Tuana, 2017, p. 7). For Anzaldúa, building on this crucial inner/outer connection
central to nepantla, especially as it is experienced by people who are from or who transit through
the borderlands: “our psyches resemble the bordertowns and are populated by the same people.
The struggle has always been inner, and is played out in the outer terrains […] Nothing happens
in the ‘real’ world unless it first happens in the images in our heads” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 109).
The beauty and power of Herrera’s novella lies in part within the interplay between Makina’s
inner emotional terrains and the external landscapes she navigates. In the end, her journey is one
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that lends truth to the notion of nepantla, especially as it is experienced by bodies in migration.
According to Herrera himself:
What interested me about Makina’s journey was precisely those changes that you
experience when you must reconsider yourself, based as much on what you leave
behind from your past life as on what you find along the way. I wanted to go through
that process with my protagonist in which you discover things about yourself that
you didn’t even think were inside of you before undertaking a journey like the one
[Makina] undertakes (Herrera, quoted in Navarro Pastor, 2011, p. 118, my
translation).

How can we better understand the notion of nepantla? The word itself comes from
Nahuatl and describes a space between two bodies of water (Anzaldúa, 1987). Medina (2009)
recounts an origin story of what might be the earliest recorded metaphorical use of the term in
which a sixteenth-century Dominican missionary speaks with an Aztec elder who uses nepantla
to “explain the psychological space that he and his people occupied as a result of the violent
imposition of Christianity” upon them by the conquistadores (Medina, 2009, p. 404). The elder
uses the term as a way of easing the missionary’s doubts of the Aztecs’ current religious loyalties
and practices: “The elder explained, ‘Do not be frightened…they [believe] in God and at the
same time keep their ancient customs,’” thereby highlighting the conquered people’s “ability to
provide space for both religions to coexist in harmony, in a middle space, in nepantla, in a
neutral space where one does not have power over the other” (Medina, 2009, p. 404).
Meanwhile, as alluded to above by Chávez, Anzaldúa, Medina and Scott and Tuana, the
contemporary usage of nepantla as a term has expanded beyond the initial geographic
connotation and the Aztec elder’s defense of his people’s spiritual re-conceptualization, instead
re-casting the concept as a theoretical framework to describe the “middle space that non-White
and mixed-raced persons inhabit on a daily basis” (Medina, 2009, p. 404). Anzaldúa conceives of
nepantla as a “very awkward, uncomfortable and frustrating” space where “you are not this or
11

that but where you are changing […] You are in the midst of transformation” (Anzaldúa, 1987,
p. 237). Herrera captures this sensation of dislocation toward the start of Makina’s journey, right
before she sets out for Mexico City (dubbed “el Gran Chilango” in the novella) from where she
will catch the bus that will take her to the U.S.-Mexico border. Leaving the meeting place where
she has received the assurances of help from an operative who promises to see to her safe return
from her journey north, Makina gazes at her reflection in the mirror:
In front of her was her back: she looked behind but found only the neverending front,
curving forward, as if inviting her to step through its thresholds. If she crossed them
all, eventually, after many bends, she’d reach the right place; but it was a place she
didn’t trust (Herrera, 2015, p. 22).

More than the potential for physical danger that awaits her on the journey, Makina senses the
psychological dislocations that threaten to destabilize her, but she presses on, entering a stage
designed for whomever is “willing to change into a new person and further grow and develop”
(Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 237).
And yet before Makina even reaches the bus station for her ride to the border, Herrera has
already given the reader enough information to identify her as someone who has made a life for
herself within a type of borderlands, existing in nepantla. This, before she sets off and becomes a
part of what De León (2015) terms the “hybrid collectif” of her journey – that is, the sum of
interactions between human and non-human actors that comprise a given space, in this case the
landscapes and spaces along Makina’s arc of migration (De León, 2015, p. 39). Makina operates
the one phone in her village, fielding calls from those who have migrated out, acting as an
intermediary between her neighbors who only speak their community’s language and their
relatives who have been gone so long they can only communicate in Spanish or English. Makina
receives deep satisfaction from her role, so her migration north is neither premeditated nor
exactly welcome. (She has agreed to track down and deliver two messages to her brother, one
12

from their mother and one from a mysterious middleman based in a nearby town who helped her
brother head north years earlier.)
Based on her profession alone, Makina embodies Medina’s idea that “in nepantla, there is
room for all. Nepantla provides a place where the indigenous elders and their descendants can
survive, rest, and prosper. In the transparency of nepantla, there are no power struggles regarding
who holds ‘the truth’” (Medina, 2009, p. 405). Furthermore, Herrera himself conceives of
Makina as a “border character” in how she tries “to put things […] and different people in
contact – enemies, or people that seem to be enemies, or people that are far away from each
other. [People like Makina] try to understand and shape the different roles that they are in the
middle of” (Herrera, quoted in Bady, 2015, no page number). Although we never find out how,
for example, Makina learned English or exactly how old she is or if she had ever considered a
life for herself beyond the village, Makina’s role as a literal connector between the people in her
hometown and their loved ones who have gone away sustains the idea of Makina carving out a
nepantla for herself, a place where she “is both alone in her own event […] and thoroughly
interconnected with others and her surroundings. She becomes an occasion of many, many
interactions” (Scott and Tuana, 2017, p. 9, emphasis from the original).
How does Makina experience the physical border between Mexico and the United States
within her migration nepantla? After disembarking in a bordertown on the Río Bravo/Rio
Grande, she makes contact with Chucho, her guide. Makina’s first encounter with the border
begins with a river-crossing under Chucho’s direction in a boat crafted out of a tire and a pair of
paddles. The crossing begins smoothly but soon turns into the dangerous trek that it often
becomes for so many who attempt it:
Suddenly the world turned cold and green and filled with invisible water monsters
[…] She didn’t know how long she struggled frantically, and then the panic subsided,
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and she intuited that it made no difference which way she headed or how fast she
went, that in the end she’d wind up where she needed to be (Herrera, 2015, p. 39).

Eventually she and Chucho make it to the other side, winded but safe. Herrera’s rendering of the
crossing echoes Scott and Tuana’s description of nepantla as “crucial, liminal, like an obscure
threshold, [where] something other than time happens” (Scott and Tuana, 2017, p. 7). Makina’s
crossing of the river is crucial to her quest to find her brother, but it takes place in a liminal
space, on the literal border between the place her brother left and the place where Makina hopes
to find him. This liminality is further reinforced by Makina’s lack of official documents needed
to make the same crossing in an officially sanctioned and less perilous way. The image of
Makina underwater between gasps of air is undoubtedly frightening, but Herrera manages to
craft it into a moment of realization for Makina, of something approaching peaceful resignation.
I might die right here, right now, Makina seems to be thinking, but then again I might not but
either way I will continue on my journey.
This multi-transitional site – the physical crossing from Mexico to the U.S., from Makina
traveling on her own to having a guide for this leg of the journey, from the possibility of death to
the renewed chance at life and perhaps success at accomplishing her goal of finding her brother –
also reflects Herrera’s intent to capture the multi-meaninged site that is the border and the spaces
migrants find themselves along the journey toward it: “Besides describing the geographic space
that is the border, by lo fronterizo [roughly, that which is related to the border] I refer to that
space of knowledge, of the generating of new identities; lo fronterizo helps me to describe that
which is in transition” (Herrera, quoted in Navarro Pastor, 2011, p. 118, my translation).
Makina’s initial impression of the land on the other side of the Río Bravo/Rio Grande is no less
fundamental to the idea of migrants embodying the transitional space that is the border:
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First there was nothing [but] a frayed strip of cement over the white earth. Then she
made out two mountains colliding in the back of beyond […]
Then off in the distance she glimpsed a tree and beneath the tree a pregnant woman.
She saw her belly before her legs or her face or her hair and saw she was resting
there in the shade of the tree. And she thought, if that was any sort of omen it was a
good one: a country where a woman with child walking through the desert just lies
right down to let her baby grow, unconcerned about anything else. But as they
approached she discerned the features of this person, who was no woman, nor was
that belly full with child: it was some poor wretch swollen with putrefaction, his eyes
and tongue pecked out by buzzards (Herrera, 2015, p. 43-44).

The fact that Herrera uses the body of a dead migrant to be the third signifier of the border, after
the “frayed strip of cement” and the “mountains colliding” in the distance, speaks to another way
in which migrants embody the border, specifically the cadavers of those who perish in the
borderlands region, often after being separated from their group because they suffered an injury
or fell ill and could not keep up with the pace set by the coyote. The decomposing body of the
migrant under the tree serves as a literal marker of transition in the migration nepantla.
The deserts that comprise at least half of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands are vast,
forbidding spaces where even return migrants can easily become disoriented and fall victim to
the harsh terrain, to say nothing of the man-made forms of violence often lurking behind a slope
or hiding in the brush. Makina’s initial reaction to the border verges on nonchalance – you can
almost hear her thinking, What’s so different about this side? The initial mirage of the pregnant
woman resting under a tree as an auspicious omen is an arresting one because of the hope it
instills in Makina. In fact, as a metaphor it is almost too arresting, too perfect – a heavily
pregnant woman striking out on her own, crossing the desert with her unborn child, a child who
will quite possibly be born in the desired country, thus possessing as a given right something its
own mother might never attain.
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It is a charged image, for sure, at once impossibly hopeful and unbelievably devastating.
For what if things do not work out for the expectant mother, what if she loses her way in the
desert, or what if she makes it through only to be caught, detained and deported, either right
away or after a few years of limbo as an undocumented mother of a U.S.-citizen child, fighting
for the right to remain? But Herrera abruptly changes course – the embodiment of migrant hope
morphs into the opposite, a bloated and defeated corpse. Welcome to the United States. Turn
around. The image evokes the online comments to an immigration-related news article
suggesting that photos of dead migrants be plastered in Mexican border towns and all the way
down the migrant trails from Central America as a migration deterrent (De León, 2015).
Lawrence and Wildgen (2012) posit that sites of migrant death in the Sonoran Desert
(which encompasses much of the borderlands region between Arizona, California and the
Mexican states of Sonora and Baja California) “can be used as trail markers to detect and model
migration routes” (Lawrence and Wildgen, 2012, p. 482). This is consistent with De León’s
(2015) argument that the United States’ border security enforcement policy of “Prevention
Through Deterrence” has funneled more and more prospective migrants to the most isolated
areas of the border over the past three decades, to areas where there is proportionally less Border
Patrol presence but, in turn, a higher risk of injury or death while attempting to cross given the
natural severity of the environment. The thousands of migrant deaths recorded in the past three
decades have predominantly been in these zones – such as the Nogales-Arivaca-Tucson corridor,
so much so that the name of De León’s book-length study of that very sector, The Land of Open
Graves, reflects this deadly reality.
In addition to human remains, the migrant trails along the border between Mexico and the
United States are marked by artifacts such as water bottles, empty cans of food, clothing, shoes,
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hygiene products and personal effects like photos and rosaries, that have been left behind by
migrants on their journey. According to De León (2013), these “humble objects […] tell us a
great deal about [migrants’] perceptions and attitudes towards the process of border crossing as
well as how they physically experience it” (De León, 2013, p. 340). For Khosravi (2010), the
personal effects left by migrants along the way, and even more starkly the presence of corpses
along migrant trails, are indicative of the “predicament of liminality” of passing through the
borderlands, a process akin to a ritual “with its own rite of sacrifice” (Khosravi, 2010, p. 62).
Maps created by the Arizona faith-based humanitarian group Humane Borders/Fronteras
Compasivas illustrate the notion of migrant cadavers as signifiers of the border. While its efforts
tend to focus on leaving clean water along the migrant trails of the Sonoran Desert, Humane
Borders has also produced a series of “warning maps” for distribution in Mexican border towns
like Nogales and Sásabe. The maps are hyperlocal with detailed topographical images that
profile four of the main sectors of the Arizona-Sonora border, organized by the name of the first
town on the U.S. side of la línea – Sasabe, Douglas, Nogales and Lukeville. The Nogales map is
representative of the explicit intent behind Humane Borders’ effort: three thin black half-rings
ripple from the Nogales town limits as in a rendering of a map showing an earthquake’s
epicenter and its subsequent spheres of impact (see Image 2). On top of the first half-ring reads,
in Spanish, “One Day Walking,” above the second, “Two Days Walking,” and the third, “Three
Days Walking,” by which point the southern limits of Tucson must be a sparkling oasis.
Within each half-ring of a day’s walk, the number of red dots increases – each dot
representing a place where a migrant lost their life. The visual effect is staggering – so many
lives lost, and within a forty-kilometer range of a city whose metro area is home to one million
people. The red dots tend to be scarcer in the darker shaded elevated spaces and more numerous
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in the lighter colored flatter sections, but there are also plenty of deaths around the Nogales and
Arivaca town limits where the average elevation is around two thousand meters. In addition, if
one were to follow the map due north from Nogales to Tucson based solely on where migrants
had died, one would find oneself walking along or within sight of almost the entire length of
Interstate 19, a distance that can be covered in a little over an hour by car. “Don’t go!” the poster
advises migrants, “There is not enough water! It isn’t worth it!” In case of an emergency, the
numbers for Border Patrol, 911, the local Mexican consulate and the Sásabe office of Grupo
Beta, a wing of Mexico’s Instituto Nacional de Migración, are offered, alongside gravely worded
tips for “if you decide to cross the border on foot” (e.g., “go with people you know and trust,” “it
can be very hot during the day and very cold at night”). The warning map reshapes the border
itself – while the actual physical border is marked with a thick black line, the red dots reveal the
lengths to which prospective migrants are compelled to go in order to subvert immigration and
border crossing policies that prioritize the enforcement of exclusion over meaningful access to
protection pathways (“Warning Poster – Nogales-Arivaca-Tucson,” https://humaneborders.org).
Evidence of migrant presence in the form of shirts and jeans torn by cacti and other desert
flora, backpacks ground into ravines slowly overtaken by underbrush, and shards of spent gallonjugs of water mingling with the desert sand reinforces not only the officially accepted
geographical location of the border, but also holds up a mirror to the ways in which the border is
inhabited – albeit fleetingly – by the bodies of migrants themselves. These “seemingly everyday
items” take on new meaning as they are “reconfigured into tools of subterfuge and survival” (De
León, 2013, p. 340). The mere presence of a water bottle or a fragment of a birth certificate, for
example, cannot foretell the rest of the migrant’s journey, including whether or not she is taken
into custody by Border Patrol or if she makes it to her destination, much less finds safety or
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success there. However, evidence of her presence does demonstrate that she was successful in
making it this far, that even if she did fall prey to the forms of violence along the migrant route
through Mexico, she has still left her mark on at least one part of the desert’s hybrid collectif.
Thus, her water bottle signals both her survival of that sector of the journey – we can discern that
she made it to this spot – and her subversion of state policies that aim to prevent her from
making it that far in the first place.
There are some in the desert hybrid collectif who promote the idea that all this – the
human remains and discarded water bottles, the rosaries and photos – is just trash, full stop. De
León’s work takes an unorthodox counter-approach to the notion of border trash, arguing that the
everyday items and human remains left behind in the desert serve a greater, solemn purpose – to
“delineate broad patterns of use […] while simultaneously bringing the viewer close enough to
see and smell the residue of these experiences” (De León, 2013, p. 340). De León’s application
of archaeological frameworks to analyze the contemporary realities and patterns of
undocumented migration is a foil to the efforts of groups like Arizona Border Trash, an initiative
managed by the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality that aims to “[mitigate]
environmental damage caused by illegal immigration” primarily through volunteer cleanup
efforts in conjunction with with county, federal, military, state and tribal agencies (“About Us,”
www.azbordertrash.gov). On the surface, Arizona Border Trash’s intention seems to be largely
environmentally conscious, but a look at their materials quickly reveals otherwise. Most apparent
is their consistent use of the term “illegal” to describe the people responsible for leaving the socalled trash behind and the way in which they are forced to journey through the desert.
Citing no sources, Arizona Border Trash states that “border crossers leave approximately
six to eight pounds of trash in the desert during his or her journey” (“About Us”); the supplies on
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its recommended list for prospective volunteers of what to bring on cleanups likely total roughly
the same weight, between water, provisions, an extra coat and change of clothes. The wording of
a safety overview that warns of the “potential to find deceased individuals, drug smugglers,
human smugglers, drugs or illegal immigrants” during a cleanup points to the notion of restoring
an undocumented migrant’s individuality only after they have died, as well as the doubly
dehumanizing positioning of “illegal immigrants” at the very bottom of the list of possible
threats, after the non-human catchall “drugs” (“General Guidance for Volunteering for Border
Trash Cleanups in Arizona”). Furthermore, a more detailed user manual suggests that in the
event of an encounter with a migrant, contacting the authorities is the best recourse, as “this
person in question may need assistance that [only] law enforcement can provide […] It is best to
avoid contact with [migrants]” (“User’s Manual”). (Apparently, in Arizona Border Trash’s
opinion, only Border Patrol is capable of providing makeshift shade to or sharing water with a
severely dehydrated migrant.)
While Arizona Border Trash is undoubtedly a part of the desert hybrid collectif, it is
ignorant to the fact that the landscape of that collectif and the realities faced by those passing
through it are much more complex than what it chooses to perceive. By casting the nuances of
undocumented migration as “illegal” without any socio-political context, and by not including a
single mention of basic humanitarian guidelines if volunteers come upon a migrant in need, and
instead wishing them a “safe and enjoyable volunteer experience,” Arizona Border Trash
commits the ethically reprehensible act of negating the experiences of migrants – their bodies
and belongings – by reducing what they leave behind in the borderlands to “mere ‘trash’” (De
León, 2013, p. 341).
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In Signs Preceding the End of the World, Herrera also focuses on the material nature of
migration – the items his characters take with them on their journeys into the migration nepantla.
Earlier in the novella, Makina remembers the moment her brother left for his journey north:
“[Their mother] merely looked at him, fed up, and didn’t say a word, until she saw him at the
door with his rucksack full of odds and ends and said Let him go […]” (Herrera, 2015, p. 29).
Similarly, the first image Makina catches of her guide, Chucho – “[wearing] a white shirt
darkened by the water scaling his torso [carrying] his own rucksack” – underscores the necessity
of a migrant’s possessions, as well as the precarity of both the migrant’s current state and larger
situation, for a rucksack must be light enough to not weigh the migrant down yet still contain
enough provisions to keep them alive (Herrera, 2015, p. 37). Similar to De León, Herrera himself
acknowledges the deeper connotations of migrants’ rucksacks and their contents: “There’s a way
in which objects contain history: You can feel the presence of other items in stories and objects”
(Herrera, quoted in Bady, 2015, no page number).
In this vein, Herrera vividly explores the landscape of material culture (De León et al.,
2015) that Makina encounters when she enters the desert after coming upon the corpse under the
tree:
Rucksacks. What do people whose life stops here take with them? Makina could see
their rucksacks crammed with time. Amulets, letters, sometimes a huapango violin,
sometimes a jaranera harp. Jackets. People who left took jackets because they’d
been told that if there was one thing they could be sure of over there, it was the
freezing cold, even if it was desert all the way. They hid what little money they had
in their underwear and stuck a knife in their back pocket. Photos, photos, photos.
They carried photos like promises but by the time they came back they were in
tatters.
In [her rucksack], as soon as she’d agreed to go get [her brother], she packed:
a small blue metal flashlight, for the darkness she might encounter,
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one white blouse and one with colorful embroidery, in case she came across any
parties,
three pairs of panties so she’d always have a clean one even if it took a while to find
a washhouse,
a latin-anglo dictionary […],
a picture her little sister had drawn in flat, round strokes that featured herself, Makina
and [their mother] in ascending order, left to right and short to tall,
a bar of xithé soap,
a lipstick that was more long-lasting that it was dark and,
as provisions: amaranth cakes and peanut brittle.
She was coming right back, that’s why that was all she took (Herrera, 2015, p. 5152).

Herrera’s insistence that this “was all” Makina took because “she was coming right back”
in one sense distinguishes her journey from those of many undocumented migrants whose
intentions for crossing are long-term – that is, perhaps to eventually return if conditions allow,
but certainly not to come “right back,” especially if they are fleeing danger or persecution.
Makina, assumedly unlike some of the migrants whose rucksacks she encounters in the desert, is
not only well employed in her hometown but is also generally content with her life, even if it
depends at least in part on the misfortune and heartbreak of her community. The traditional
instruments and amulets Makina sees scattered among the possessions of others speak to the
desire among many migrants to not lose touch with aspects of their native cultural and religious
practices in their new place of settlement, especially because those items will likely serve as vital
buoys as they navigate the bewildering and often demeaning challenges of everyday life as
undocumented migrants in the United States.
The image of the photos “carried like promises” is particularly compelling. In one sense,
the photos allude to the mutual strain of a migrant’s absence from their families, as well as the
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disruptions that the return of a migrant to their hometown can set in motion. In another sense, the
image of the multitude of photos scattered in the desert unmoored from their owners is haunting,
as is the tattered state the photos are in “by the time they [come] back.” The description of
photos returning instead of the person who carried them points to the disappearance of many
who succumb to the hybrid collectif of the borderlands but whose remains are never found or
officially identified, as well as the repatriation of deceased migrants whose bodies come back to
their families in often unrecognizable or incomplete physical states (De León, 2015).
The items Herrera chooses to place in Makina’s rucksack are equally evocative of the
realities of material culture among the nepantla of undocumented migrants, and are “part of a
dynamic sociotechnical system that is shaped by border enforcement, migrants, and the human
smuggling industry” (De León et al., 2015, p. 450). The flashlight alludes to the extreme physical
challenges of navigating the foreign and hostile terrain of the desert, as well as to the other forms
of misery and degradation – as encapsulated by the word “darkness” – of the crossing
experiences of many undocumented migrants. The blouses in part belie Makina’s innocence of
the border process – indeed, by the novella’s end the reader is left wondering what she would
make of her original assumption, however tentative or ironic, that there would be “any parties”
along the way. The inclusion of underwear speaks to the practicalities and fundamental humanity
of being a migrant in transit and also, perhaps more than any other item in her bag, even more
than the lipstick, underscores Makina’s layered vulnerability as a female undocumented migrant
journeying alone in the borderlands.
In her discussion of the “new mestiza” who lives in a state of “mental nepantilism”
cultivating a “tolerance for contradictions [and] ambiguity,” Anzaldúa also describes the
preparation of her own rucksack before setting out on her journey on “el camino de la
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mestiza/The Mestiza Way” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 100-104). “Her first step is to take inventory,”
Anzaldúa says, and
[she] goes through her backpack, keeps her journal and address book, throws away
the muni-bart metromaps. The coins are heavy and they go next, then the greenbacks
flutter through the air. She keeps her knife, can opener and eyebrow pencil. She puts
bones, pieces of bark, hierbas, eagle feather, snakeskin, tape recorder, the rattle and
drum in her pack and she sets out to become the complete tolteca” (Anzaldúa, 1987,
p. 104).

Anzaldúa’s inventory reveals the compromises, the acts both practical and subversive,
that are part of crafting her nepantla. Her journal and address book stay for they represent what
she thinks and has written down, who she knows and cares for; and assumedly both items still
have room for new entries. The metromaps are left behind – they are too specific, too redolent of
pre-planned trips, no longer relevant to Anzaldúa’s everyday sojourns. The jettisoning of coins
and dollars is particularly intriguing – on the one hand it is a practical move, the coins being
especially cumbersome. But the symbolism of casting off American money imprinted with the
visages of generations of White males who, with few exceptions, were instrumental in the
oppression of Anzaldúa’s Chicano ancestors in the borderlands, is deep. While not an outright
rejection of dominant American culture and history, Anzaldúa’s decision instead to keep
physical tools necessary for her survival (the knife and can opener), a marker of her gender
expression (the eyebrow pencil), and objects that link to her indigenous and rural upbringing (the
feathers, snakeskin, the herbs), speaks volumes. The inclusion of bones is also powerful, as they
could represent Anzaldúa’s desire to account for her dead, and in turn the injustices done to them
over the centuries by the nation state. Finally, her tape recorder is perhaps her most important
inclusion, a marker of her place in the technologically modernized world and her position as an
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academic researcher, but above all her commitment to chronicling stories that capture her truth
and, in turn, encourage others to tell their own.
Except, while Anzaldúa sets out to become the new mestiza, emphasizing her indigenous
roots (“the complete tolteca”), Makina’s journey ends with what could be conceived of as a
stripping away of her identity; or is it just another stage in her migration nepantla? After finding
her brother Makina loses him yet again because she is unable to convince him to return home
with her. In fact, his very conception of “home” has changed:
I guess that’s what happens to everybody who comes, [her brother] continued. We
forget what we came for, but there’s this reflex to act like we still have some secret
plan.
Why not leave, then?
Not now. Too late. I already fought for these people. There must be something they
fight so hard for. So I’m staying […] while I figure out what it is (Herrera, 2015, p.
93).

Makina’s brother has found a way to stay in the U.S., but he has had to literally take on a
new identity to do so. Roughly a year before Makina finds him, he agreed to join the military in
the place of a young man whose family offered to not only pay him for his service but also let
him assume their son’s identity – including his Social Security number – if he makes it back
alive from the war. Makina’s brother survives, returns, and is now officially an American in
name and numbers, but inside? Makina’s brother gives the sense that he is still trying to answer
that question, and while he has “fought for these people” he is not quite sure who they are, but
feels it makes sense to stay and try to find out what parts of them might be in him, or him in
them. In a sense, Makina’s brother is on his way toward what Anzaldúa terms “a new
consciousness,” in which he has left “the opposite bank […] so that [he is] on both shores at
once” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 100).
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As for Makina, she seems to want nothing but to return south. After her brother says
goodbye, she turns in the direction from where she came, “and with each step her feet – pad, pad,
pad – left an imprint on the earth” (Herrera, 2015, p. 103). Here, Herrera implies that even if she
has not realized it, even if she has gone out of her way to not make an imprint on this strange
land north of the border, she has already left a mark, a trail. Is Herrera playing on Makina’s
name, itself an anagram of “kamina” – a rendering of “camina,” Spanish for “she walks”? Is he
implying that despite her best intentions, no matter the notion of her “coming right back,” she
cannot escape the pull of the nepantla of being a migrant in the U.S.? Or perhaps Herrera is
implying that the divide between “here” and “there” is all in Makina’s head, that at the end of the
day – at the end of the world that gives the novella its title – there is no difference between the
U.S. and Mexico in terms of finding a place for oneself, thereby hearkening back to an era when
what is now north of the border was actually all south of the border as we know it today?
Then again, there is a tremendous difference for someone like Makina’s brother who,
despite his unusual circumstances, has attained an officially recognized and, therefore,
legitimized identity in the U.S., and someone like Makina who, despite her three languages, grit
and transcendent personality, indeed despite her desire to simply return home, has become an
undocumented migrant simply by crossing the river, the desert and the mountains in the way she
has. At the very end of the novella, Makina reunites with Chucho the guide who this time leads
her to a place within the city limits north of the border “where they’ll give [her] a hand”
(Herrera, 2015, p. 105). She passes through a door – another threshold, another shore of her
migration nepantla – and comes to a spiral staircase leading underground. She descends, catching
“a glimpse of the last rays of the sun. Then she went on down […] She tensed and felt she loved
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her skin, the tension soon gave way, lulled by […] the sound of running water” (Herrera, 2015,
p. 105-106).
Makina literally goes underground, into the shadows, away from the light of day,
descending deeper into her status-less identity. On the way, she is reminded with force of the
love and respect she feels for who she is, until she is consumed once again by water as she
traverses another border. At this point, Makina has made “herself vulnerable to foreign ways of
seeing and thinking, [surrendering] all notions of safety, of the familiar” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p.
104). She enters a kind of waiting room where she sits until a man approaches:
Here. He held out a file. All taken care of.
Makina took the file and looked at its contents. There she was, with another name,
another birthplace. Her photo, new numbers, new trade, new home. I’ve been
skinned, she whispered.
When she looked up the man was no longer there and she tipped briefly into panic,
she felt for a second – or for many seconds; she couldn’t tell because she didn’t have
a watch, nobody had a watch – that the turmoil of so many new things crowding in
on the old ones was more than she could take; but a second – or many – later she
stopped feeling the weight of uncertainty and guilt; she thought back to her people as
though recalling the contours of a lovely landscape that was now fading away: the
Village, the Little Town, the Big Chilango, all those colors, and she saw that what
was happening was not a cataclysm; she understood with all of her body and all of
her memory, she truly understood, and, when everything in the world fell silent
finally said to herself I’m ready (Herrera, 2015, p. 106-107).

Once again, Makina has entered “an obscure threshold, [where] something other than
time happens” (Scott and Tuana, 2017, p. 7). Herrera accomplishes several things in this closing
passage. He manages to personify aspects of the process commonly known as assimilation or
integration, yet with an important twist. Makina, like her brother, has been assigned a new
identity, a false one but ultimately one that Makina feels she will be able to take on and, by the
standard of the new place, perhaps even succeed because of. But what must she surrender in
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exchange? Herrera implies that she must give up her past, or at least view her past in a reductive
way – as merely “a lovely landscape” instead of the historically complex and emotionally
meaningful collection of people and places that she comes from and has carried with her all this
way up to this moment. Perhaps, Herrera is suggesting, if Makina did not assume a simplified
recasting of her identity and instead attempted to hold it close while also taking on a new “skin,”
the sense of dislocation would be too much to bear.
Scott and Tuana identify “falling apart” as a dimension of nepantla, “a dismemberment
that opens one to the possibility of new happenings […] and reconstructions of one’s identity”
(Scott and Tuana, 2017, p. 7). Similarly, Anzaldúa insists that, for the new mestiza, “it is her
reluctance to cross over, to make a hole in the fence and walk across, to cross the river […] that
forces her into the fecund cave of her imagination” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 71). Until the very end of
the novella, Makina is unsure what to make of the U.S., reluctant to imagine any potential space
for herself there. Yet by the time she finds her brother and watches him walk away from her
again and perhaps forever, she has already crossed the river and traversed the desert; all that
seems to be left for her to do is to descend into the “cave of her imagination” – that is, to take a
leap and imagine another life for herself in this mythic place where generations of others have
undertaken journeys like hers for a chance, however small, at something safer or new and
perhaps better. One could argue that the minute Makina learned English she had already started
her journey north, or that the day she made the first connection at the switchboard in her village
marked her initial step inside the migration nepantla. “If she doesn’t change her ways,” insists
Anzaldúa, “she will remain a stone forever. No hay más que cambiar [roughly, there is nothing
left to do but change]” (Anzaldúa, 1987, p. 71). Makina’s journey, at the close of the novella, is
only just starting.
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Chapter Two – Exclusion, Resistance and Space: Undocumented Access to Higher
Education and the Case Study of Freedom University as a Chosen Space
Similar to the enforced spaces of liminality considered in Chapter One, undocumented
youth are particularly vulnerable to the vagaries of policy decisions that position them on a
“threshold, between inside and outside,” without a chance to develop a sense of belonging but
“nonetheless […] expected to participate” (Khosravi, 2010, p. 75-76). Moreover, as Keshavarz
explores, undocumented youth are confronted again and again with reminders that they are “not
only deprived of their rights, but are rather made to be observers of […] the system of rights that
is inaccessible to them” (Keshavarz, 2016, p. 259). And yet, as is explored below, undocumented
youth are undertaking journeys across thresholds they were once moored upon and into a series
of nepantla where they are claiming space and rights for themselves.
According to Gonzales (2015), “the situation of undocumented immigrant youth is one of
the most important issues of our time” (Gonzales, 2015, p. 519). The rise of the DREAMers
since the new millennium, the presence of youth at the forefront of the immigrant rights
movement since the landmark protests and marches in 2006, and particularly the prevalence of
“Undocumented and Unafraid” signs, t-shirts and chants nationwide, all testify to the front-andcenter nature of the rights of undocumented immigrants in contemporary American society,
particularly among youth. Certainly President Obama’s 2012 executive order creating the policy
known as DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) and the subsequent president’s
maneuvers to undo it underscore both the power and presence of undocumented youth voices in
the United States, as well as the spectrum of reactions toward them on the part of federal and
local government and the general populace.
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Yet “while national leaders preach mass deportation or debate a long and arduous path to
legal status, school counselors and college administrators are confronted every day with the
wrenching fallout of a failed system” (Johnson, 2016, p. 1). Indeed, the “untenable situation of
undocumented college students exposes the contradictions” in American policies on immigration
and access to higher education (Gonzales, 2009, p. 421). Specifically, Cahill (2013) refers to a
“yearning undercut by a deep sense of dispossession” among undocumented students attempting
to access college (Cahill, 2013, p. 195). For some Americans, particularly politicians,
undocumented migration can be somewhat easier to accept when the face in front of them is that
of a young man or woman in a graduation gown and mortar board who sounds like their daughter
or grandson or themself. However, even for those able to qualify for DACA, the promise of a
better life is no more likely. For while DACA bestows the ability to obtain a Social Security
number in order to receive a work permit, it does not allow for anything resembling a path
toward permanent residency or citizenship. While DACA recipients are authorized to work, their
Social Security card carries the restriction of being valid for work only; this technicality renders
them ineligible for the Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) and many forms of
state tuition assistance.
Compared to their documented peers, for undocumented students the complexity of
succeeding in the post-secondary world only intensifies. With some important exceptions, many
of the 50 states charge undocumented students tuition – students who have often lived in those
same states for as long as they can remember, in addition to recent arrivals who have graduated
from local high schools – at out-of-state rates, which even at a two-year institution can be
double, if not more, than the local in-state tuition rates. In the past decade, several states have
gone so far as to ban students who cannot prove their status to the sufficient liking of
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administrators from even applying to state schools, much less from the privilege of paying a
small fortune to attend them. On the surface, states that have deemed undocumented applicants
worthy of paying local rates can be judged as acting altruistically; however, without being able to
access federal and state financial aid resources, undocumented students often find themselves
unable to pay at all or just barely able to hang on with tuition payments at public institutions,
compelled to compete for limited scholarships and work multiple jobs. Fortunately, a handful of
states have opened their local financial aid coffers to certain undocumented students which,
while undoubtedly a help that for some can make a world of difference, is still very much the
exception compared to the rest of the country.
The systems to access higher education are in such a state of disarray in part because
“state policy toward eligibility of undocumented students for [admission and in-state tuition] is a
mess of confusion and inconsistency, reflecting disagreement over the intent and
constitutionality of federal law” (Drachman, 2006, p. 98). Adding to this is the fact that many
private systems of higher education that do not answer directly to the states in which they operate
often have their own set of policies and restrictions related to who is considered a domestic
applicant, as opposed to an international student as many undocumented applicants are instead
classified, and what that definition entitles them to in terms of access to financial assistance.
Framing this landscape is the larger paradox of membership for undocumented people.
Undocumented applicants, whether they came to the U.S. as infants or arrived as young adults,
are unquestionably within the nation physically, in addition to setting down roots, often paying
taxes, becoming part of the economy and doing their part to keep primary, middle and secondary
school teachers and administrators employed and, by extension, communities thriving, or at least
afloat. At the same time, though, they find themselves radically excluded from many aspects of
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the same society they live in and contribute to. The fact that an undocumented applicant lives in
New York City, for example, means that she is comparatively fortunate – she resides in a socalled sanctuary city where those in the highest echelons of power pledge to defend the
undocumented among them. She can apply for a municipal identification card that, while largely
symbolic, affords her certain benefits. Because she lives in New York State, she can also pay instate tuition at public colleges, and apply for financial aid through the state-funded Tuition
Assistance Program (TAP).
In short, while not able to access citizenship on a national level, she is able to obtain a
city-level citizenship of sorts – as manifested by the municipal ID card, a local high school
diploma, for example, and the trappings of her everyday life – and a limited state-level
citizenship in that she is considered enough of a resident to pay the in-state rate and be
considered for local financial aid. While she might have crossed the border several years ago, she
is confronted each day with what Bosniak (2006) calls “spheres beyond the border” (Bosniak,
2006, p. 67). Post-secondary education is one of those spheres where disparate government
actors functioning at different levels intersect, and where, as Gonzales and Ruiz (2014) explore,
the “uneven geography of local [immigration] enforcement and educational access” reveals how
where someone lives, particularly if they are undocumented, can “dramatically shape a multitude
of experiences [due to] local impediments and opportunities” (Gonzales and Ruiz, 2014, p. 195).
Access to higher education also serves as a particularly apt metaphor for membership into the
nation-state itself. For Walzer (1983) countries like the United States are akin to “elite
universities [that are] besieged by applicants […] Whom should we admit? Ought we to have
open admissions? Can we choose among applicants? What are the appropriate criteria for
distributing membership?” (Walzer, 1983, p. 32).
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According to Pérez (2014), 40 percent of undocumented youth between the ages of 18
and 24 does not finish high school, a rate that is five times higher than their U.S.-born peers
(Pérez, 2014, p. 8). Approximately 50,000 to 65,000 undocumented students graduate from high
school every year nationally, and yet only five to ten percent move on to study at a postsecondary level (Gonzales, 2009, p. 421). Undoubtedly, this latter figure is due in large part to
barriers undocumented high school graduates face toward accessing in-state tuition rates and
federal/state financial aid. In the handful of states that offer prospective undocumented students
both in-state tuition and financial aid, post-secondary enrollment tends to see an uptick. As
Dougherty et al. (2010) point out, for example, in the fall of 2001 nearly 1,500 undocumented
students registered at Texas state universities and community colleges shortly after the state
passed its law removing barriers for undocumented students; four years later, the number of
undocumented registrants increased nearly sixfold to 8,800 (Dougherty et al., 2010, p. 137).
What is the current national landscape of admission and tuition benefits and barriers for
undocumented students? It is quite literally all over the map. Currently, six states (California,
Minnesota, New Mexico, New York, Texas and Washington) allow undocumented students to
access both in-state tuition and apply for in-state financial aid. While the laws in California and
Texas have been on the books since 2001, and the Washington and New Mexico laws since 2003
and 2005, respectively, Minnesota passed its legislation in 2013; New York established a
pathway for undocumented students to access in-state financial aid in 2019 after nearly two
decades of partisanship that kept the legislation languishing. An additional ten states (Colorado,
Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Kansas, Maryland, Nebraska, New Jersey, Oregon and Utah)
permit undocumented students to pay in-state resident fees, but do not offer them local forms of
financial aid.
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Similarly, an additional four states (Hawaii, Michigan, Oklahoma and Rhode Island)
offer in-state tuition benefits, but not financial aid, to undocumented students; however, unlike
the previously mentioned ten states, these four states made their decisions outside the auspices of
their state legislatures. For example, the state Board of Regents in Hawaii, Michigan and
Oklahoma are the authorities who put forth these policies, while in Rhode Island it was the local
Board of Governors for Higher Education. Finally, six states (Alabama, Arizona, Georgia,
Indiana, Missouri and South Carolina) have taken measures to further exclude prospective
students, barring undocumented youth from applying to in-state institutions outright. The
remaining 24 states, essentially half the nation, do not currently have official guidelines for
admitting or barring undocumented students in place.
There is some variety within each grouping. For example, among the six states with the
highest level of access, New Mexico has arguably the most open criteria, requiring that a
prospective student prove only one year of attendance at a local high school, in addition to
obtaining a local high school diploma or GED. For applicants in California, Minnesota, Texas
and Washington, the requirements are at least three years of local high school education in
addition to a diploma or GED, as well as the signing of an affidavit stating the student’s intent to
regularize their immigration status as soon as possible (National Conference of State
Legislatures, 2014, no page number). In New York, applicants must prove at least two years of
attendance at a local high school; the need to submit an affidavit regarding their status is at the
discretion of the academic institution.
Among the states that have enacted the highest barriers to admission, Arizona stipulates
that undocumented students in the state are not entitled to be considered in-state residents or
official residents of the county where they live. Missouri allows undocumented students to apply
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to state schools but considers them to be international students in terms of tuition rates, while
Indiana’s law makes an exception for undocumented students who were already enrolled in state
institutions before July 2011. Georgia for its part, updated its legislation in 2010, declaring five
schools within the University of Georgia system forbidden from accepting undocumented
students if those same schools had “not admitted all academically qualified [documented]
applicants in the past two years” (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2014, no page
number). Never mind that, according to García Peña (2012), undocumented students comprised
less then 0.002 percent of students within the University of Georgia system at the time the local
legislation was expanded (García Peña, 2012, p. 246).
What some allies and especially many enemies of undocumented immigrants alike may
not realize is that the right to attend public primary, middle and secondary schools for
undocumented youth is enshrined in a 1982 U.S. Supreme Court decision. The case, Plyler v.
Doe, ruled 5-4 that a Texas school district had violated the Equal Protection Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment when it had both barred the enrollment of undocumented children in its
public schools and also considered charging those same students tuition as a kind of
compromise. According to Drachman, the majority opinion “held that denying undocumented
children access to free public education ‘imposes a lifetime hardship on a discrete class of
children not accountable for their disabling status, [and that] the stigma of illiteracy will mark
them for the rest of their lives’”(Drachman, 2006, p. 92). Moreover, the court held that
undocumented children were considered persons “living under the jurisdiction of the State of
Texas and thus under the Fourteenth Amendment” (Drachman, 2006, p. 92). For its part, the
dissenting opinion argued the now-standard anti-immigrant contention that “by definition, illegal
aliens have no right whatever to be here, and the state may reasonably, and constitutionally, elect
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not to provide them with government services at the expense of those who are lawfully in the
state” (Drachman, 2006, p. 93).
In terms of Plyler’s legacy, Olivas (2012) signals its tie to other critical themes, “such as
how we treat children fairly, how we guard our borders, how we constitute ourselves, and who
gets to make these crucial decisions. […] Plyler may also be the apex of the Court’s treatment of
the undocumented, a concept that never truly existed until the 20th century” (Olivas, 2012, p.8).
Bosniak (2006) argues that the decision signaled a “carv[ing] out for all aliens a zone of
protected personhood, where the nation’s membership interests [were] of no consequence at all”
(Bosniak, 2006, p. 64). While perhaps over-estimating the reach of Plyler – neither before it nor
since has there been a comparable legislative action related to undocumented adults, with the
quasi-exception of DACA, nor does Plyler ensure the right to access post-secondary education –
Bosniak is correct to point to the decision’s landmark status as it relates to the creation of certain
in-roads to accessing alternate forms of citizenship for undocumented people in America.
According to Bosniak, the Plyler decision is “shot through with tensions over the rightful status
of undocumented [people] in the United States, and, in particular, over the relevance of their
unlawful immigration status in spheres of national life typically understood to lie outside the
domain of the immigration law” such as public education (Bosniak, 2006, p. 66).
For undocumented youth, schools can be spaces that afford a sense of “belonging that
supersede[s] legal citizenship” (Gonzales et al., 2015, p. 329). Certainly, the Supreme Court
helped enshrine this potential in Plyler. But for that “next stage beyond Plyler” there is simply
no guarantee that post-secondary institutions can hold the same transformative promise
(Dougherty et al., 2010, p. 125). The legislative actions of nearly half the states in the union
permitting undocumented students to at least pay in-state tuition and in some cases qualify for in-
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state financial aid are vital to keeping that promise viable, but it is not enough. The absence of a
permanent, unified and just mechanism – or series of mechanisms – for undocumented students
to meaningfully access higher education “virtually guarantees [that] they will remain in an
ambiguous space between legality and illegality” (Martinez, 2014, p. 1886).
And yet a group of undocumented students and allies in Georgia have found a way to
counter that “ambiguous space” by creating an alternative space of their own. Shortly after the
state expanded its ban on undocumented applicants in 2010, another option took shape.
Professors from the University of Georgia system, in collaboration with aspiring undocumented
college students from the Metro Atlanta region, simply created their own school. Dubbed
“Freedom University,” the school was envisioned as a “third space” (García Peña, 2012, p. 248),
a “counterspace” and an “incubator for civil disobedience” (Muñoz and Espino, 2017, p. 548).
Initially, classes met at a suburban location near Athens known only to the tight-knit circle of
students and faculty. Carpools were organized to account for the lack of driver’s licenses among
the majority of the student body. Guest lectures, visiting professorships and scholarships were
organized, as was academic advising with the goal of gaining full scholarships to private schools
within Georgia and beyond. (At present, Freedom University is neither an officially accredited
nor credit-bearing institution; even so, it also functions as a prepatory middle-space between high
school and college.)
Freedom University has since established a more formalized, but still not completely
disclosed, location in Atlanta proper. It caps its admission to 25 students per semester and offers
an array of courses – such as biology, Spanish literature, graphic design – that mirrors what a
freshman might take during her first semester at a more traditional college. Modeling itself after
the Freedom Schools that arose as laboratories for change in the Jim Crow South during the Civil
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Rights movement, Freedom University, like DACA, presents a stopgap option, with the aim to
inspire its students to continue their post-secondary studies while also influencing the larger
debate about their right to pursue higher education. For Siegel (2016), Freedom University
represents a “liminal space in which the border between revolution and retreat is effectively
blurred” (Siegel, 2016, p. 55). In the words of one alumnus, “[Freedom University] doesn’t exist
just because it wants to. It exists because it’s forced to […] I want [the public] to…figure out a
way that it doesn’t have to exist anymore” (Muñoz and Espino, 2017, p. 548).
The movement behind Freedom University is very much situated in the idea of space,
both that which is contested and in the exclusion or removal of undocumented people from
certain spaces. Its origin story begins in 2010 in a parking lot on the campus of Kennesaw State
University (KSU), one of the schools within the University of Georgia system. A student, Jessica
Colotl, was accused by authorities of blocking traffic while waiting for a parking spot; she was
subsequently arrested once it was revealed that she did not have a valid driver’s license. The
local officials at the county jail where she was brought upon her arrest turned her over to
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), which in turn placed Jessica in an immigration
detention facility in Alabama. Facing deportation to Mexico, Jessica’s plight resulted in two
parallel outcries. The first, on her behalf, helped create a new wing of the undocumented rights
movement in the state of Georgia. The president of KSU himself spoke out on Jessica’s behalf,
arguing against her deportation. Eventually, and likely thanks in part to the publicity surrounding
her arrest and detention, Jessica was released and returned to Georgia.
Meanwhile, however, a coalition of anti-immigrant forces representing several state and
local interests rallied around the fact that Jessica Colotl had been paying the in-state tuition rate
at KSU prior to her arrest. This sparked an internal review of not just KSU but the entire state
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university system, revealing that approximately 500 of the more than 300,000 students in the
system were undocumented and that the vast majority of them were being charged the out-ofstate tuition rate. Despite the comparatively tiny proportion of undocumented students being
educated by the state system, the Georgia Board of Regents led the charge to further exclude
them by drafting two draconian policy measures – 4.1.6 and 4.3.4 – that would in turn galvanize
the undocumented student rights movement in Georgia yet again.
According to Policy 4.1.6, any undocumented applicant is ineligible for admission into
any of the institutions within the state university system that, in the two prior years, “did not
admit all academically qualified [documented] applicants” (University System of Georgia
website). For its part, Policy 4.3.4 enshrines each state institution’s responsibility to “verify the
lawful presence in the United States of every successfully admitted person applying for resident
tuition status,” with the intention of avoiding the presumed clerical fluke that allowed Jessica
Colotl to pay the in-state tuition rate despite being undocumented (University System of Georgia
website).
Yet one could argue that the founding of Freedom University goes back an entire
generation to the Civil Rights era, connecting it to a larger legacy of exclusion and the creation
of spatial alternatives to both confront and circumvent that exclusion. According to the current
director of Freedom University, Laura Emiko Soltis (2015), “narrow and race-based definitions
of citizenship have repeatedly justified the exclusion of students of color from public higher
education,” particularly in the South (Soltis, 2015, p. 21). As mentioned above, the student and
faculty founders of Freedom University were guided by the example of the network of Freedom
Schools that were established by the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
throughout Mississippi during the Freedom Summer of 1964. The Freedom Schools were
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founded both as a direct rejection of the sub-standard quality of public schools in the state that
African Americans were forced to attend, and the entrenched policies of racial segregation that
controlled all levels of life. It was an approach that went outside the official walls of the system
to establish “safe spaces to cultivate education for liberation […] and how to practice being free”
(Soltis, 2015, p. 23).
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Freedom University was headquartered somewhere on
the grounds of the Martin Luther King Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social Change (the King
Center) in Atlanta, built on the site of Dr. King’s childhood home and also his final resting place.
The location serves to further connect Freedom University to the larger fight for equality, but
also marks an intriguing shift in the school’s identity, from a previously secret location in the
suburbs of Metro Atlanta to being housed in one of the most prominent sites in the region. The
location also speaks to the growth, both in size and political prominence, of the Latino
population in the South, with Georgia being just one of the states in the region that has seen a
considerable expansion of its immigrant population, particularly Spanish-speaking migrants, in
the past two decades. According to Muñoz et al. (2014), “the ways in which Latino students and
students without documentation have been and continue to be positioned in the South through
policy and action are unique as educational and political discourses in Georgia are transforming
from a Black and White paradigm to one that includes Brown” (Muñoz et al., 2014, p. 7).
Freedom University has served as a springboard for new ways for the undocumented
community in Georgia to become activized and also to find new channels for existing activism.
One student simultaneously lamented and celebrated the existence of the school: “‘We have no
representation, but Freedom U empowers us to feel like we can’” (Muñoz and Espino, 2017, p.
533). The placement of “like” in her statement underscores the force of an experiment like
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Freedom University in that it can create that very sense of empowerment; however, her
sentiment also points to the illusory nature of that empowerment – that is, its ultimate absence, at
least in Georgia, at least for now.
What can be learned from Freedom University, both from the existence of the space itself
and the movement behind its creation? Lee (2006) defines the term bricolage as “the means by
which [people] use and improvise the elements in their surroundings in response to their
environment” (Lee, 2006, p. 3). This is precisely what the students and faculty founders of
Freedom University have engaged in; excluded from official state-sanctioned channels, they
made do with what they had in response, and their efforts are a “testament to the power of
bricolage over bricks and mortar” (Siegel, 2016, p. 52). Freedom University is also a testament
to the power of everyday activism among undocumented communities – that is, the overtly
political glow that seemingly mundane actions (such as attending biology class) are imbued with
when the actor is undocumented and especially, as is the case with Freedom University, when
the actor and action are deliberately couched in the larger issue of accessing and claiming a space
that undocumented people are actively excluded from.
Sigvardsdotter (2012) argues “that being officially absent robs undocumented persons of
their capacity to define space, adding paradoxical qualities to the undocumented spatiality”
(Sigvardsdotter, 2012, p. 524). Certainly the fact that undocumented communities face daily acts
of exclusion speaks to Sigvardsdotter’s point; however, in the case of Freedom University a very
specific space is being defined by a very specific group of undocumented youth for a very
specific reason. While the weekly classes are more under-the-radar in that they are not expressly
in the view of the public, just as with most undergraduate classroom experiences, they are not
completely hidden from view, as illustrated by in-depth profiles featured in The New Yorker
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(2017) and HuffPost (2016). Furthermore, since the founding of Freedom University, central to
its students’ experiences has been the planning of and participation in public acts of civil
disobedience. Students have occupied classrooms and common spaces at several schools within
the University of Georgia system. Sit-ins at meetings of the State Board of Regents have
included students and faculty interrupting the proceedings with chants, posters and, on at least
one occasion, the staging of their own parallel mock-meeting where they voted to rescind
policies 4.1.6 and 4.3.4. While undocumented students in Georgia have been robbed of their
ability to access certain spaces, they have mobilized their collective agency to re-define what
those spaces can look like.
Of course, while the importance of the content and intent of Freedom University’s
actions, as well as its visibility, is groundbreaking it is also the proverbial grain of sand,
constantly threatened by an ocean of unjust and exclusionary policies and viewpoints. The dial of
change has historically been rustier in the American South, but large-scale demographic shifts in
states like Georgia could combine forces with existing sectors of socio-political progressivism,
particularly those tied to long-standing organizing and empowerment efforts in African
American communities, to add some desperately needed grease to the dial. Indeed, the flipping
of Georgia from red to blue during the 2020 Presidential Election and the subsequent run-off
races for U.S. Senator in the state seem to indicate a sea change afoot.
According to Walzer, “the denial of membership is always the first of a long train of
abuses. There is no way to break the train, so we must deny the rightfulness of the denial”
(Walzer, 1983, p. 62-63). As local as a solution as Freedom University may be, the exclusion its
founders and students are working against is not endemic to Georgia, nor to the South. “If higher
education institutions [nationwide] continue to engage in acts of racist exclusion, then students
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without documentation, progressive teachers, and community members will continue to construct
their own spaces of learning” (Muñoz et al., 2014, p. 24). These spaces already exist in places
other than Georgia; in California, for example, home to arguably one of the most undocumentedfriendly public university systems in the country, so-called “DREAM Centers” provide an
additional space of support at several schools in the University of California network.
These spaces already exist within the university classrooms and research projects of
students, professors and institutes who make it a point to turn a critical lens at contemporary
immigration policies, at once enlightening and challenging the rest of us, hopefully including
those beyond academia, particularly those in positions of official influence and power. These
spaces already exist within the halls of local community colleges and elite universities alike,
wherever and whenever a student without official lawful status is able to transcend social,
financial or personal pressures to take their place among peers. These spaces already exist in the
hopes and plans of a student and his family as he hears his name called on stage by a person in a
suit holding a rolled-up piece of paper. And these spaces already exist even in the dejected spirits
of a young woman who does not see the point of going to school anymore if, because of where
she lives and her current immigration status, college is likely to remain but a dream.
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Conclusion
What does it mean to give someone asylum? What does it look like? How much of the
act of offering someone asylum is rooted in the notion of boundaries, as in setting up boundaries
and keeping them in place, under some notion of control? Where is the idea of freedom in
seeking asylum? Is it there, or is it more the illusion of freedom? Certainly when asylum seekers
are immediately incarcerated upon voicing their claim, we can say that freedom is not there, that
their physical freedom is not being prioritized. They are no longer in the place they are fleeing,
the place they are seeking asylum from – so what is the sense in incarcerating an already
vulnerable person who has perhaps been in flight for a long time up to the point of arrival? Is it
to weed out the “real” asylum seekers from the “fake” ones? To see who breaks and who remains
steadfast in their claim? To give people a taste of the hardship ahead, a hardship that arguably
might come to equal or even surpass the hardship they are fleeing and seeking protection from?
And for those who are not detained long-term, those who are let go, allowed to continue
on to their destination, where is their freedom? Especially now when so much is walled off to
them in terms of asylum claims, in terms of what one is allowed to be granted asylum for.
Especially now when there is such a lack of competent legal help and such an overwhelming
backup in the immigration system – at best people are often granted access to a limbo status, the
ability to claim only a limbo space, while waiting for a decision on their case. Is that the best we
can do for them as a country? In the minds of many, unfortunately, it is already doing way too
much, going unbelievably above and beyond what they feel we owe foreigners, and poor and
allegedly persecuted foreigners at that – darker skinned ones, with less literacy, with stories that
swirl around a common galaxy of suffering, blight and violence that they all seem to be the
same, mere variations on an original story that was actually true. Maybe.
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And to the minds of many others, and I believe many more others than the first group,
what we are able to offer them is woefully insufficient – here, us, the nation of superlatives, the
place of migrant landings, and this is the best we can do? Put a child on the run in a cage with his
mother – if they are lucky to not be wrenched apart – and not give them access to water and a
shower, a meal we would recognize as one, a clean diaper, a proper mattress, dimmed lights and
blankets at bedtime, a welcome that actually is one of wellness, absent of chains and suspicion
and cruelty – that’s our best?
*
Note: In February 2020, a mere month before the pandemic, I flew to Dallas for work. During
the three days I spent on the site visit, my colleagues and I were able to access the Immigration
and Customs Enforcement Prairieland Detention Facility located about an hour south of Metro
Dallas; the next morning, we spent four hours at Immigration Court in Downtown Dallas, where
detainees at Prairieland “appeared” before a judge via live video feed. The following are from
my notes combining impressions of the dual experiences.
The landscape: flat, gray, some big factories on the way. Grim. A couple skinny horses.
A fire and brimstone church on the corner (Sunflower Lane), passing over a slight rise and then
all of a sudden – Prairieland. It was drizzling when we pulled into the muddy-puddled parking
lot, the drizzle so fine and cold it was nearly hail.
Inside, an eerie discomfort, only heightened by the banality of it all: the white, gray and
light blue hues of the walls, floors and fixtures; the heavy echo of doors and bolts; the yellows,
dark blues and reds of the detainees’ shirts; the attempts at “law libraries” and “courtroom”; the
lack of a smell overall – as if a smell had been created to hide other smells; the faces of the
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detainees through glass – their waving, leering, smiling, looking away, not looking, walking past
us in the hallway with a nod and a “How y’all doin’?”, “Good afternoon” or a muted “Buenas.”
The unoccupied “dorm” – about twenty bunk beds with “mattresses” about five inches
high, a light sea green shade; outside the window, trees and grass beyond a fence in turn beyond
a fence; circle light fixtures about a foot across with at least 40 slits letting the light through in
pinpoints – “harsh” being a generous adjective to describe. I asked the Assistant Field Office
Director, “At ‘lights out,’ how out do they go?” I knew the answer but needed to confirm my
suspicion. “They stay at this level,” he said, his voice a shrug. “Otherwise we’d have trouble,
PREA and things like that.” 1 (Pity those who get the top bunk under those pinpoints.)
Between the two “wings” of the building – seemingly separating administrative spaces
from the dorms – is an enclosed walkway roughly 50 feet long. Open on the sides to the air –
beyond, levels and layers of fences. Barbed wire coils – thin, medium and heavy. Looking up at
them framed against the dull gray sky and the snatches of green beyond, with the icy drizzle
silently falling, only one name came to mind, a place where it was said work would set you free.
Though the details are not the same, the nuances distinct and the justifications not equal, the
same basic terror radiates from those coils and the countless spaces in between them.
What sets you free at Prairieland? Bond, if one is lucky. An attorney, again if doubly
lucky enough to 1) have one and 2) a competent one. Several of the cases we heard the next day
in court over video feed from Prairieland were requesting asylum. I wonder, being in Prairieland,
did those who were seeking asylum feel safer behind those doors, gates, fences and
windowpanes than they had in the country they had left? The Assistant Field Office Director
would have likely said he thought so. But the limbo, non-placeness of a space like Prairieland, or
1

Refers to the Prison Rape Elimination Act of 2003. It is fairly common knowledge that lights are kept on at all
times at processing stations run by Customs and Border Protection. I would not be surprised if the same were true of
ICE detention centers generally. It is also fairly common knowledge that sleep deprivation is a form of torture.
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perhaps more accurately, the uber-intentional placeness of Prairieland, is like the coils of barbed
wire, the piercing lights and the icy drizzle – inescapable, invasive on a cellular level, inspiring a
cascade of dread, hostility, hopelessness and, I would therefore imagine, fear. Which then creates
a system built entirely on fear. Fear of the other, and the urge to look the other way, control the
other’s body, reduce them to just their body, to such an extent that in court the video-feed self of
the detainees took on the cast of a hologram, a specter haunting space. A system built on fear that
in turn creates fear in the ones the system fears.
We have a problem. A man from Dallas who winds up in Prairieland because of a license
plate violation – perhaps in conjunction with a charge from when he was a teen and had a joint in
his backpack – becomes the detainee, the “illegal criminal alien” in an orange jumpsuit with
bedhead, who says, “Yessir” and “Nossir” because he grew up Texan in a house with citizen
siblings and a mom with a green card, a girlfriend and a toddler and a lawyer on hand to
represent him at court – this man’s identities are collapsed into one, that of a male who is
deemed deportable to a country he does not remember and which he refuses to designate (it is
designated for him by the judge). His shoulders rise slightly and his head turns inward toward the
collarbone, and he slouches away with a movement that at first seems like a body-sized
incarnation of the middle finger – I thought this was my country – but upon closer view looks to
be grief.
When someone stuck in Prairieland requests asylum as a form of legal relief, what does
that mean? Is he requesting asylum from forces back in El Salvador that could swallow him
whole if he were to return? Yes, but in the act of asking for protection there is the understanding,
whether implicit or clear, that the place he is seeking to remain in is safer than where they want
to return him to. Prairieland and its brethren do not make anyone safer. They corrode the promise
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of safety and protection, not just for those subject to being sent there and their loved ones on the
outside, but also those who live in their circles, depend on them in one way or another, and those
of us who try to bear witness and take action upon that witness-bearing, it makes us all less safe.
It removes the vinyl siding from the structure of asylum; it blasts holes in the roof; it freezes and
then cracks the foundation; it poisons the earth it sits upon; it blocks the pipes, it unleashes mites
that feed on the beams and the floors and the doorways until all that remains is the mere
suggestion of a structure – a house in name only. Yet still we see a sanctuary, a welcome center,
a refuge, a space capable of providing asylum and protection, only because that is what we have
always known it to be, because we are told and tell ourselves that is what it still is.
But inside? Nothing – and what air that remains, chokes.
*
The two men in Arnau’s photograph poring over the map of Mexico were not the only
ones to do so. Perhaps there was a line behind them waiting to chart their next move, to measure
with their hands how far they had come and how far they still had. There might be someone
doing so, or thinking about it, at this very moment. Each migrant carries a world inside of them,
as all humans do – but the act of migrating as an undocumented person can eclipse many or all of
these internal worlds; suddenly, their lack of a passport or a visa, their absence of an official
sanction, becomes their main identifier. Even if they are successful in reaching their destination,
undocumented migrants’ very existence is bordered by the host of restrictions they face in
accessing quality health care, jobs, housing and other baseline supports.
The lived reality of undocumented migrants in their place of settlement extends the
borderlands from the point where they managed to cross all the way to their apartment or
workplace. The physical presence of a man waiting on a corner eking out a living as a day
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laborer can serve as a visceral marker to passersby as “the border.” Undocumented migrants’
embodying of the border does not end with their crossing, or with the discovery of their
belongings left behind in the sand. Indeed, even when a migrant dies en route their absence
extends the hybrid collectif of the borderlands from the desert hill where they passed away to the
kitchen in Ecuador where their family gathers to eat, in mourning (De León, 2015).
What are the implications of the barriers facing the children of undocumented migrants,
both those who are citizens and those who are themselves undocumented? Is the embodiment of
the border passed down through practices caused by exclusionary policies and rooted in trauma
and chronic stress, like witnessing one’s family exist along the margins of society, or living with
the constant specter of losing one’s parents to deportation? What will it take for migrants and
their families at home and abroad to be relieved of the burden of carrying multiple borders within
and across generations, when the strain of the original crossing itself was likely already more
than anyone should have to bear?
As I have witnessed and explored in this thesis, it takes resistance of many stripes. In my
professional life, I have met many people who, like Makina, found themselves on journeys of
epic proportions, crossing multiple thresholds and summoning remarkable reserves of inner
agency. And, like Makina, many of these people have confronted resistance to their existence on
enormous scales – forced to endure a gauntlet of violence and persecution that drove them from
their native place, only to be pursued by them on their journey. Carrying the border within
oneself does not make navigating official borders any less traumatic: it is crucial to note that
during the crafting of this thesis, hundreds of thousands of people have been subjected to
devastating policies at the U.S.-Mexico border and beyond such as the so-called Migrant
Protection Protocols, metering and Title 42 Expulsions, among too many others, which have all
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but rendered the prospect of accessing asylum, protection and due process in tatters, like the
photos Makina came across in the desert.
This resistance on the part of the state, whether to urgent humanitarian needs at places
where nations converge, or to the deferred dreams of a high school student who dares to consider
furthering his education, in turn fosters a resistance among those who are oppressed. And while
that resistance requires time to be cultivated, to fester into an individual decision that jumpstarts
a collective movement, it also requires space to be unleashed, to take hold and blossom into
something that not only nurtures the self but also transforms it. The space where the founders
and students of Freedom University engage in revolution is ultimately kept a secret to the outside
– the world has not changed enough yet to fully ensure their safety if the location were common
knowledge. However, the exact location of the physical space is ultimately made irrelevant by
their very acts of conceiving, creating and continuing to hold the space.
Along with resistance, it also takes legislation. Laws and policies can change – asylum
can be restored to its rightful soundness; they can also be reimagined, with multiple wings and
higher ceilings. As the Supreme Court showed nearly 40 years ago, laws and policies can also be
created; 30 years after Plyler, President Obama showed that too, on a sunny late spring day when
he unveiled DACA. Eventually, perhaps within the next four years, we will see to it that laws
and policies like Plyler and DACA, among countless others, are upgraded to more accurately
meet the present and future moment. For in the end, it also takes imagination, to foresee
transcending what has been stated, studied and repeated; to question what has been inherited and
observed; and ultimately to not be afraid to realize, like Makina does at the beginning of the next
stage of her journey, that we are ready.
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IMAGE 1

www.ruidophoto.coms/post/en-el-camino/
Two men in migrant shelter in Arriaga, Chiapas, Mexico; photo by Toni Arnau.
Ponces, Edu, Toni Arnau and Eduardo Soteras. 2011. En el camino: México, la ruta de los migrantes que no
importan. Blume: Barcelona.
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IMAGE 2

Warning Map – Nogales-Arivaca-Tucson sector
Humane Borders/Fronteras Compasivas. https://humaneborders.org/printable-maps-and-posters/. Accessed 18
Dec 2020.
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